Color By Number For Adults: Magnificent Mosaics
Rediscover the joy of coloring by numbers! Let yourself go with a pleasure fest of 15 soothing mosaic scenes with corresponding color charts. The simple lines that develop into gorgeous landscapes and whimsical pictures will melt away your stress and put a smile on your face. Plus, enjoy the same scenes without numbers for complete creative freedom.
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**Customer Reviews**

I saw alot of poor reviews for this artist on other color by number books, but I have to say I like it very much. At a first glance it looks like there are no numbers, however, the artist rather artfully places the number lightly repeated thru the area for example if it is a square the square would be filled with the number. In doing this when you color it it will look more like a doodle pattern than just the number showing thru. I thought it was very clever. In the back of the book each of the designs are repeated with no numbers for you to be creative on your own, which is very popular with a log of Color BY Number Artist. I would buy her work again. Happy with my purchase.
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